
 The rainforest why should you care 

Today in this informative poster I will tell you why the rainforest 

is important and why it must stay.Within this I will show you the 

rainforest in others eyes,the rainforest in many wonderful people 

and animals that want deforestation to leave that want to just be 

happy and free to roam around whenever they please.If you were them 

you would want a happy and safe life wouldn’t you?  

 

How do the animals feel? 
I was just climbing among the trees 

I loved all the wonderful rivers it             by maya rahman 

Was wonderful then when heading to 

The local village I smelt something  

Bad I hated it the nice people pushed 

Me aside and when I turned back around 

There was red and orange triangles I tried 

To touch it but it hurt so badly!                    

                                                                            How do the villagers feel? 
It was a wonderful day in the thriving 

Sunshine I was just collecting herbs and 

Plants for the medicines we needed until 

I had gotten lost it was bad but i loved  

Looking at the beautiful trees and then I  

Heard screaming of some sort and when found  

Home there was a poor sloth that had a accident 

With fire that was when i realised that fire was  

Attacking the village!it was so scary. 

How do the wood cutters feel? 
It was an average day in the industry or at least 

What I thought the scientists came back again  

Telling us to stop,kept telling them we replant 

Trees but they don’t care sometimes they don’t 

Leave till we stop, when they buzzed off we finished 

Planting the leftover seeds and went back to cutting 

In the distance fire was brewing,thought nothing of it  

Until i saw a peaceful village surrounded by the swaying palm trees 

It was sad.                                                
                                                                 What can we do anyway? 

We can do so many things but we never do  

What is the point of a good society without 

The rainforest,it provides tons of air to 

Support our needs no breathing,no community 

No community no more humans.If you want that to 

Happen which I think not then don't sit here reading 

Help the earth! Even if we replant trees it takes 

Years just to grow which will lead to many years 



With no oxygen.If i were you I would help many species  

Of animals will be extinct from this deforestation.If you  

Believe in a better future lets save the trembling city 

LETS SAVE HUMANITY!     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             


